Chesterton’s versatility would have enabled him to adapt. What was G.K.’s Weekly, after all, if not an early version of a podcast? Like the modern blogger with things to say but unwilling or unable to say them on platforms other than his own, Chesterton detached himself from the “mainstream media” and spoke directly to a community he had himself helped to create. If he seemed an old-fashioned figure in the 1920s, more Victorian and Edwardian than Georgian, he could still cock a snook at monopolies, trusts, the long-established gatekeepers of acceptable opinion. He would certainly have found a way, as have his admirers today, of navigating the large and turbulent waters of the internet. If not, he would have disappeared without trace.

This issue of the Review hopes to mimic some of that Chestertonian versatility by gathering a set of articles that pay tribute both to his range of interests and to the variety of forms in which he explored them.

--Dermot Quinn, Editor, The Chesterton Review

This new issue of The Chesterton Review includes an Introduction by Dermot Quinn, pieces by G. K. Chesterton, Maurice Baring, George MacDonald and Hilaire Belloc. Articles by Karl Schmude, Vitus Ntube, Geir Hasnes, Dermot Quinn, Tobin Cleary, Peter Welsh and Anthony Tokarz. Book Reviews by Thomas Stock, James McGlone and Father Lawrence Porter as well as Film Reviews by Jorge Iglesias. Numerous “News & Comments” items from a variety of sources, as well as Letters and Photo Galleries.
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“There really is nothing like The Chesterton Review, and if there ever was, it existed in a bygone Golden Age of journals and magazines. They, however, are all dead. The Review abides.”

—Philip Jenkins
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